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The Arrow
The official newsletter of the
San Francisco Archers’ organization
San Francisco Archers is a
non-profit organization
founded in 1946.

Events at SFA
OUTREACH Program

See Calendar for details

JOAD Program
See the Calendar for more
dates.

Bad Boys of Branciforte
Santa Cruz
October 7, 2018
Senior Games

October 27 - 28, 2018

SFA Board Elections
End of the year!

Local Shoots
For a complete listing, see
http://www.cbhsaa.net/Event
Calendar

Message from the President
Hello SFA Members,
Summer has ended and Fall is in the air! You may have noticed an
increase in the number of Bow Hunting Archers on the practice range
honing their skills in preparation for harvesting delicious turkey, elk,
and deer meals. What a challenge to first locate your particular game
in season, carefully approach it within bow range, without detection
and finally, patiently wait for that one moment of opportunity to
release a perfectly aimed arrow to the X spot. Good luck to our
hunting Archers!
Speaking of X spot, this month we conducted our Club 900 Shoot and
The State 900 Shoot on our beautiful 100 yard range. Both shoots
were a good draw and very popular amongst our competitive
members. I can sum up these events in a single phrase, "Tons of fun
and laughter!" While the shooters are on the line, sending their
arrows down range, one could hear a pin drop or an arrow slice into a
target. When the Timer sounds the whistle to cease fire, the shooters
walk to their respective targets to score and retrieve their arrows,
sounds of laughter and fun discussion echo across the field.
I recently gave into the advice of my Archery friends. I purchased a
freestyle bow and setup. After shooting a light hunting bow with a
five pin sight, I'm now learning to shoot a heavier bow with front and
rear stabilizers, a magnified single dot sight and a thumb release.
Holy cow, this is not as easy as Jim Long, Mike Lew, Jim Padilla, Rudy
Sandoval, Jade Falcon and Randall Killpack told me it would be!
According to Wendell Souza, there's a sucker born everyday.
I truly enjoy Archery! Trying a new method to achieve that perfect X
shot will deepen my understanding of the sport and heighten my
appreciation of the various skill levels amongst our SFA Club
Membership. If you have ever considered trying another method of
Archery, just do it!
Be Safe And Shoot Straight,
Tony
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September Hunting Report from our VP of Hunting
As mentioned in last month’s Arrow article, there is updated information on the first Grizzly Bear
hunts to be authorized by two states in the lower 48 in many decades. A federal judge issued an
injunction to halt all Grizzly Bear hunting until further study of the impacts of hunting the bears
can be determined by “the experts”. This information and report will be submitted to the court
and a final decision will be made. Meanwhile, Idaho and Wyoming have suspended their planned
hunts and the hunters were notified that their Grizzly Bear hunt have been cancelled.
Back here in California, archery deer season has come to an end except in the southern California
D zones and they will continue until September 23rd. If any SFA members would like to share their
hunting stories or experiences, please email or call me and I will pass your story on and into next
month’s Arrow article.
I can tell you one story of hard luck hunting that my son Aaron experienced. He hunted 3
weekends in the National Forest at various locations in the Sierras and never saw a buck. I told
him….”Welcome to California deer hunting on Public Land”. He has started to pay his dues.
Another very different, interesting and exciting story has come from a new SFA Club member, my
son’s buddy, Rick Duenas. He is the young man who harvested 2 wild pigs in Sonoma County
earlier in the Spring.

Deer Hunting in Bear Country
For the last weekend of the season (Sept. 8 & 9), Rick and his hunting buddy took off for Northern
California with their AO deer tags. By Saturday afternoon, the boys had only seen 2 does and
decided to move to a spring and sit on ambush there until the end of the day. 5 minutes before
the end of shooting time a couple of does walk in. A couple of minutes later with minimal light, a
buck walks in with other deer behind him. Rick takes a 30 yard broadside shot and hears the
impact of his arrow hit the deer.
Now as the light is completely faded, he waits the textbook 30 minutes to start looking for blood
and tracking. Rick and his partner find no blood at the shot site and begin to make a couple of
circles. Using only their headlamps for light, they finally find some blood on the tall grass next to a
game trail. They follow the game trail and see a blood smear on a bent over oak sapling. Due to
the late hour, the long hike back to camp and fearing to push the buck further, they suspend the
tracking until first light in the morning.
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September Hunting Report (cont.)
This is where the story gets interesting and exciting. Next morning the hunters enter the trail and
track where they left off. Progressing about 100 yards from the shot site, Rick hears a rustling of
leaves nearby. Looking around through the heavy brush, a patch of red catches Rick’s eye. Looking
through his Rangefinder, he observes a dead deer with antlers. The buck had only made it a little
farther than 100 yards from where it was shot and ended up in a little hollow off the trail. As Rick
approaches the deer he sees it has been tore up by some critters. One hind quarter is mutilated.
No liver, heart or genitals (LOL). One back strap and the tenderloins have been eaten.
As he is tagging his deer, Rick hears a commotion in a tree about 12 yards away. A jet black bear
cub shinnies down the tree and runs up the trail where Rick came from. Now looking around for
Mama Bear and seeing nothing, Rick starts cutting up the deer. It’s a quick job because the bears
had already taken care of a lot of the work.
Now there is more noise in the woods and the sow appears up the trail, agitated but holding her
position. Then another larger cub up the same tree is trying to climb down but won’t come all the
way. The chocolate colored cub comes down and then goes back up to about 30 feet. The sow and
cubs are calling back and forth to one another and all of them are doing their clicking thing. Ricks
buddy finds him and approaches from the opposite direction on the bears. The boys start dragging
the deer and as soon as they get a fair distance away, the larger cub comes down the tree, runs to
its mother and the bears ski-daddle out of there.
You think that’s exciting, it gets even better.
Now the 2 hunters have some of the deer meat in packs and they are dragging what’s still
salvageable of the front half. As they are taking a rest, Rick’s buddy goes down to a little stream to
fill the water bottles. Rick is sitting on the trail with the equipment, meat packs and the deer
carcass. On the trail following the scent and drag marks with his head down comes a large, no
neck, box head, large, chocolate colored large male bear. Rick sees the large boar and has
thoughts of now filling his bear tag. Good judgement gives way to thoughts of grandeur and Rick
starts talking to the bear and letting him know he is there. The large bear stops at 33 yards and
when Rick starts waving his arms, the bear runs off. Rick had decided to complete the deer hunt
before trying stick a large bear in the midday heat. I commend Rick for his wise decision to pass on
the bear shot. Like Dirty Harry Callahan said in one of his movies….” A man’s got to know his
limitations”. What an exciting hunt and a great story. I personally would have had to check my
underwear a couple of times that day if I had experienced all that bear contact.
Happy and Safe hunting, be sure of your target and take ethical shots,
Charley Sturtevant, SFA VP of Hunting
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Volunteer Opportunities!
All members should try and fulfill their volunteer hours for
the year! If you can’t make any of the following opportunities
to fulfill your hours, contact our Range Captain at:
jimbow1135@yahoo.com to make other arrangements!

Range Maintenance Days
Range maintenance days help fulfill your hours and help
make the overall range better. The remaining days for
the year are:
● October 13, 2018
● November 10, 2018
● December 8, 2018
Come and help out! Lunch is provided after all work has
been completed!

FogFest Volunteers
For the first time, SFA will be at Fog Fest this year (September 29-30, 2018). Bob Spencer is
looking for volunteers to help at the booth . Contact Bob at boblspencer@comcast.net if you’re
interested in helping out.
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Upcoming Elections!
Our SFA Club elections are coming up, and you might
want to consider running! Being a Board Member lets
you to help contribute to San Francisco Archers and
improve our archery club! Elected members
collaborate with other Board Members to run the
day-to-day tasks of the club, help organize our
tournaments, and continue to uphold our Constitution
and Bylaws.
All of the positions of the Board are elected each year. The Board comprises of the Officers &
the Governing Board. The Board meets once a month at SF Archers. Each Board Member’s
duties are outlined in our By-laws and Constitution, but the following is a very brief summation
of their duties.
Officers
●

PRESIDENT -- Presides all Board Meetings and puts together any committees as needed.
Much of the duties of the President is documented in Robert's Rules of Order.

●

VICE PRESIDENT -- Is automatically the Chairman of the Tournament Committee; Helps
organize all tournaments and club shoots with members of the Board and all members.

●

SECRETARY -- Keep all records of the Club and Board Meetings, handles all of the Club’s
correspondance (mail, email, etc), presents reports as directed by the President. Many of
the Secretary duties are described in Robert’s Rules of Order.

●

TREASURER -- Manages all of the Club funds/monies in accordance with the By-laws &
Constitution. The Treasurer pays all of the bills and provide monthly reports to the Board.
(Anyone running for Treasurer should be familiar with QuickBooks or be willing to learn).
The additional Treasurer duties are described in Robert's Rules of Order.

●

SECOND VICE PRESIDENT OF HUNTING -- Takes charge of any special shoots designed for
the hunting members of the Club. The VP of hunting will research the Hunting &
Conservation laws of our state and keep the Club informed of any changes. The Second VP
of Hunting shall keeps records of game animals harvested by Club members.
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Governing Board
●

PUBLICATIONS OFFICER -- Responsible for publishing the SFA newsletter, "THE ARROW",
and for preparing press releases, notices to the members and other such notices as may be
needed. Publications is responsible for the editing and content of the Club’s official
website sfarchers.org and all of the social media (including Facebook, Instagram, etc).
Anyone running for this position should know how to or being willing to learn how to use
the newsletter software and be somewhat computer knowledgeable.

●

RANGE CAPTAIN -- Responsible for the maintenance of the outdoor range; the supply of
bales, target faces, all Club tools, and in general, direct and coordinate all work performed
on the outdoor range.

●

SCOREKEEPER -- Keep an accurate record of all scores turned in, and in general, perform
the duties incidental to the office of Scorekeeper, as outlined in the NFAA (National Field
Archery Association) Handbook or the Club sanctioned shoots. This office also carries the
title of Classification Officer.

●

GENERAL BOARD MEMBERS #1 - #6 -- Help run the Board by voting on issues, sitting on
Committees designated by the President, assist in whatever tasks need doing, and provide
a representative voice for members.

How You Can Be a Board Member

If you would like to be a Board Member, please put your name down on the elections
board in the Clubhouse or contact our President, Tony Parra, at
president@sfarchers.org
By being a Board Member, you can:
●
●
●
●

Represent your fellow archers and ensure that everyone has a voice in the club.
Help improve SFA for our members and future members.
Share your time & unique skill sets with SFA.
Give back to the archery community.
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California State 900
Each year, the California Bowmen Hunters / State Archery
Association holds a 900 tournament at various locations
around California. Hundreds of California archers descend
on their local archery ranges to participate.
San Francisco Archers hosted the California State 900 on
September 9, 2018, We hosted two sessions --- one at 9am
and another at 2:00pm.

We had over 40 archers on the Blue Range, including many archers from Northern California. Due
to the fires hitting Straight Arrow Bow Hunters range, those affected archers from Redding and
parts of Northern California came south to our range to shoot.
Treasurer, Rudy Sandoval, oversaw the tournament, pre-registering archers from the state forms.
VP Mike Lew ran many of the aspects of the tournament including running the timer for all of the
target archers --- calling up archers to the line, when to shoot, and when to start pulling arrows.
And Prez Tony Parra acted as judge calling any line cutters.
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California State 900 (cont)
The weather for the morning shoot started
off a little chilly, but turned into a very nice
day for shooting.

If people weren’t shooting, they were
often spotting for other archers, or
partaking in a bit of socializing.
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California State 900 (cont)

Once both lines have
finished shooting, it’s
time to score!
There are two
scorekeepers and one
(or two) people who will
call arrows.
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900 Club Scores September 2, 2018
The following are the scores from the 900 Club shoot. For more club shoot dates, check out the flyer on the next
page.

LAST NAME

FIRST NAME

SEX

SCORE

X'S Total

LONG

JIM

60-69-SS

BHFS

M

860

26

1ST M SS BHFS

Nazareno

John

50-59-S

BHFS

M

819

10

1ST M S BHFS

Padilla

JIM

18-49-A

BHFS

M

877

30

1ST M A BHFS

Lafond

Linda

60-69-SS

FS

F

729

2

1ST F SS FS

CRAVEA

Bethany

50-59-S

FS

F

843

14

1ST F S FS

Falcon

JADE

18-49-A

FS

F

860

28

1ST F A FS

ALDAPE

JESS

60-69-SS

FS

M

869

36

1ST M SS FS

KAPLAN

PAUL

60-69-SS

FS

M

841

16

2ND M SS FS

1

SOUZA

WENDALL

18-49-A

FS

M

893

55

1ST M A FS

1

TENMAN

TAYLOR

18-49-A

FS

M

884

30

2ND M A FS

1

Killpack

Randall

18-49-A

FS

M

878

40

3RD M A FS

CRAVEA

DARIN

18-49-A

FS

M

869

30

VOLKER

JIM

18-49-A

FS

M

857

26

EAGLETON

KELLY

50-59-S

REC

F

658

4

1ST F S REC

Killpack

Olinda

18-49-A

REC

F

578

1

1ST F A REC

Robison

JIM

60-69-SS

REC

M

618

0

1ST M SS REC

EAGLETON

ALAN

50-59-S

REC

M

773

9

1ST M S REC
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Editor’s Circle
The last two months have been super busy for me, and I’m
not even sure where the time went.
I haven’t had much time to practice archery as much as I
would like, but life happens, right?
There’s certain things, which HAVE to come first, like family
and health. And that’s okay. Those are IMPORTANT
priorities.
However, I view archery as a bit of self care, and for my own sanity, I tried to get out to the range
as much as my schedule allowed --- sometimes once a week or if I was lucky, twice a week.
And when I say “self-care”, I don’t mean frivolous things. Each of us has to define what self-care
means for ourselves. As someone told me:
Self-care is best defined as what you do when you're being true to your authentic self.
And somewhere along the way, flinging arrows and hitting that X became part of my authentic
self. Of course, our archery community is very diverse and everyone’s definitions of self-care will
be different.
I hope you guys do a bit of self-care as we go into the holiday season. Be good to each other.
Play hard, practice hard, and have fun!

Jade

Contribute to The Arrow!
We’re always looking for contributions to the newsletter. Send your photos,
your stories, your recipes, and your archery victories to editor@sfarchers.org.
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